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&#147;Alexieâ€™s prose startles and dazzles with unexpected, impossible-to-anticipate moves.

These are cultural love stories, and we laugh on every page with a fist tight around our

hearts.â€•&#151;The Boston Globe&#147;Poetic and unremittingly honest . . . The Lone Ranger and

Tonto Fistfight in Heaven is for the American Indian what Richard Wrightâ€™s Native Son was for

the black American in 1940.â€•&#151;Chicago TribuneSherman Alexieâ€™s celebrated first

collection, The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven, established its author as one of

Americaâ€™s most important and provocative voices. The basis for the award-winning movie

Smoke Signals, it remains one of his best loved and widely praised books twenty years after its

initial publication.Vividly weaving memory, fantasy, and stark reality to paint a portrait of life in and

around the Spokane Indian reservation, this book introduces some of Alexieâ€™s most beloved

characters, including Thomas Builds-the-Fire, the storyteller who no one seems to listen to, and his

compatriot, Victor, the sports hero who turned into a recovering alcoholic. Now with an updated

introduction from Alexie, these twenty-four tales are narrated by characters raised on humiliation

and government-issue cheese, and yet they are filled with passion and affection, myth and charm.

Against a backdrop of addiction, car accidents, laughter, and basketball, Alexie depicts the

distances between men and women, Indians and whites, reservation Indians and urban Indians,

and, most poetically, modern Indians and the traditions of the past.
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A collection of 22 powerful short stories by Spokane Indian writer Alexie. Copyright 1994 Reed

Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

This work chronicles modern life on the Spokane Indian Reservation. Victor, through whose eyes

we view the community, is strongly aware of Native American traditions but wonders whether his

ancestors view today's Indians--mired in alcohol, violence, and an almost palpable sense of

despair--with sympathy or disgust. In spite of the bleakness of reservation life, the text brims with

humor and passion as it juxtaposes ancient customs with such contemporary artifacts as electric

guitars and diet Pepsi. The author of two previous poetry collections, Alexie writes with grit and

lyricism that perfectly capture the absurdity of a proud, dignified people living in the squalor,

struggling to survive in a society they disdain. Highly recommended for all fiction collections.

Previewed in Prepub Alert, LJ 5/15/93.- Dan Bogey, Clearfield Cty. P.L. Federation, Curwensville,

Pa.Copyright 1993 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.

These stories are interconnected by a core set of characters who don't get anywhere by

mainstream standards, but don't get overwhelmed by their lack of success because they didn't

expect much to begin with. This leaves the reader with an uneasy sense of optimism that arises

from the narrative's suspension of conventional norms about how to communicate or interact with

others. Couldn't anything be possible when there are no apparent guidelines about how to live a

life? Even some of the supernatural happenings described begin to seem plausible, given the

author's gift of seamlessly blending tangible and spiritual elements into his storytelling. The always

dysfunctional, often disturbing and sometimes hilariously funny behavior described drives home

what growing up Indian in contemporary American society might feel like. At the same time, I can't

help drawing a few parallels between growing up half a century ago in a frequently inebriated Irish

family. Great storytelling would seem to be a universal refuge from chaos on the home front no

matter what cultural crucible defines you.

In this 20th anniversary edition the stories of Sherman Alexie ring ever as personal, lyrical and

insightful as they did two decades ago. Having grown up just next door to the setting of these tales

in Pend Oreille County, the scenes and city were as clear in my mind as ever. What was new when I

first read it and again in reading this edition, was the peak into a very real and enduringly dynamic

Native American culture. What Alexie is able to do in these context of these stories is open the



reader up to the complex personhood behind the stereotypes; behind the rhetoric. I remember

reading this as a young man in High School and how, even then, Thomas Builds-the-Fire spoke to

me. Alexie acknowledges more readily now the autobiographical nature of these stories in many

ways and it is in him we see not just Vincent but Thomas. Thomas was the modern day historian

and wise man of the tribe though no one was willing to see it. He spoke the stories and words that

needed to be spoken and needed to be heard both inside and outside of the reservation. Alexie

does that as well, in this and in other books, capturing snapshots that speak to the humanity of

history and its inherent subjectivity. This is what storytelling should be, telling us what we need to

know that we had not realized and were even perhaps intent on avoiding. Things will never be what

they were for any culture prior to expansionism, but hey, there is always a rising basketball star to

put our hopes in. Worth getting the Anniversary Edition just for the final two additional stories.

Sometimes beautiful, sometimes ugly; good vs bad. The road to destruction and yet a life of dreams

where "imagination" takes you to places unknown. I feel that the author does not expect everyone to

react well to this book as it is very vivid ! As he says "the pressure of straddling two worlds.

A collection of short stories, very much from the Native American point of view. I was born and grew

up in border towns around the Navajo Reservation, and this was familiar, and sad. Poverty,

disappointment, failure, alcoholism, depression...but a wry sense of humor too. If you want a real

look at modern-day Native Americans, this would be it. But it might be disillusioning.

I was inspired to read this after seeing the film "Smoke Signals." I found the collection of short

stories enjoyable and accessible. In an age when many people substitute politics as a pseudo

religion, using stories as a form of veiled ideological evangelism, Alexie sticks to telling us stories of

those he's known and grown up with. No "Indian spiritual and good/white man money-lover and

bad" stereotypical dynamic here; just interesting stories of people in a different and complex

American culture. On a personal note, when the stories were somewhat 'trip' and surrealistic, I didn't

enjoy them as much. But that's just a matter of taste. The majority of these were right up my alley,

and a good, solid bout of my kind of storytelling.

This is an early collection of related stories from the author of "The Absolutely True Diary of a

Part-Time Indian." The stories interconnect, and together paint a picture of growing up on the

reservation is Eastern Washington State. Unlike in his novels, there isn't any clean conclusion to



this collection, but rather a portrait of how life is, and I think maybe how life is for a lot of people,

some of whom aren't Indians at all. An excellent collection, and well worth your time to read.The

Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven (20th Anniversary Edition)

Used at Western Washington University around 2009. This is a fantastic book and I'm glad I was

required to read it in school.Like most people, I rely on honest product reviews to make purchase

decisions. Because the experience of others has been so helpful to me, I try to provide honest,

helpful reviews to assist other shoppers in selecting the right products for them. I hope my review

has been helpful to you!
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